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With domestic and international travel on the horizon, Velocity Frequent Flyer and Flybuys
have today launched a promotion for Velocity members to win over 100 Points prizes which
will see two lucky members become Flybuys and Velocity Points millionaires.
Commentary from a Virgin Australia Group spokesperson
?We?re excited to get Australians back in the air and bringing back the joy of travel, and this
competition gives Velocity members the opportunity to increase their Points balance by up to
a million points, ready to use when the skies re-open,? they said.
?We are always focused on providing our members value by delivering some fantastic
rewards as well as continually looking at how we can bring new and engaging benefits to our
members. The multi-million Points prizes up-for-grabs in this competition is a great example of
that.?
?Having recently announced our Status extension for Platinum, Gold and Silver members, this
is just another way we are thanking loyal members and giving them every opportunity to
increase their Points balance to fly faster.?

?To enter, Velocity members simply need to transfer Flybuys points to their Velocity account.
For every 1,000 Flybuys Points transferred to Velocity, a member will gain an entry into the
competition and members who turn on Auto Transfer will receive 3 entries per transfer. The
more Flybuys points a member transfers, the closer they will be to becoming a Velocity or
Flybuys Points millionaire,? they said.
To enter, Velocity members simply need to:
Join Flybuys or have an existing Flybuys account and ensure it is linked to their Velocity
account.
Transfer 1,000 Flybuys Points to their Velocity account to enter the draw.
Members can receive three additional entries into the draw by turning on Auto Transfer
between their Flybuys and Velocity account, with additional entries awarded for each 1,000
Flybuys points transferred to Velocity.
Prizes up for grabs:
1 x 1 million Velocity Frequent Flyer Points & 1 million Flybuys Points;
50 x 10,000 Velocity Points
50 x 10,000 Flybuys Points
For more information, visit; https://experience.velocityfrequentflyer.com/partners-offers/shopwine-dine/flybuys/points-millionaire [3]
NOTES TO EDITOR
What can you do with one million Velocity Frequent Flyer Points?
28 x return flights ? Sydney to Nadi, Fiji (Economy)
28 x return flights ? Brisbane to Perth (Economy)
28 x return flights ? Sydney to Auckland, New Zealand (Economy)
7 x return flights ? Brisbane to Honolulu (Business class)
14 x Apple Air Pods Pro
19 x Daniel Wellington Evergold Watches
416 x bottles of award-winning McLaren Vale Shiraz 2018
What can you do with 10,000 Velocity Frequent Flyer Points?
1 x one-way flight: Sydney to Melbourne (Economy)
1 x one-way flight: Hobart to Melbourne (Economy)
1 x one-way flight: Sydney to Ballina (Economy)
1 x one-way flight: Melbourne to Adelaide (Economy)
1 x Bodum Coffee maker
1 x Pandora Wavy Dark Blue Murano Ocean Glass Charm w Iridescent & Blue Murano
Silver
Weber Q Roasting Pack
Samsonite Foldable Packing Case

International Economy redemption using Velocity Points on international partner
airlines

Route

Velocity Points required (one-way
Economy)

Sydney to Auckland

35,600 Points plus taxes, fees and carrier
charges

Brisbane to Honolulu

42,000 Points plus taxes, fees and carrier
charges

Sydney to London (via Hong Kong)

59,800 Points plus taxes, fees and carrier
charges
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